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1
Learn About Migrating to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure

Learn about migrating your existing Oracle Big Data Cloud clusters to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure, and get an overview of the migration process and tools.

Topics:

• Why Migrate to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

• About the Migration Scope

• About the Migration Task Flow

• About Migration Tooling

• About Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

Why Migrate to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Oracle encourages you to migrate your existing cloud resources to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure regions. You can gain several advantages by doing so.

In Oracle Cloud, you provision resources in specific regions, which are localized to
geographic locations. Certain regions support the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure platform.

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure is Oracle's modern cloud platform that's based on the
latest cloud technologies and standards. It provides more consistent performance and
better features at lower costs. Oracle continues to invest in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure, including the addition of new regions, services, and features. See Data
Regions for Platform and Infrastructure Services.

You can benefit from these additional administrative features when you migrate your
cloud resources to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure:

• Organize cloud resources into a hierarchy of logical compartments.

• Create fine-grained access policies for each compartment.

To learn more, see Upgrade Your Classic Services to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

About the Migration Scope
An Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster can be migrated from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Classic to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. This document describes how to perform that
migration.
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Note:

You can also migrate Oracle Big Data Cloud clusters to Cloudera on Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure IaaS. For instructions, see My Oracle Support Doc ID
2572925.1 at http://support.oracle.com.

You're advised to retain your Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster(s) for a minimum of three
months after setting up a functional alternative environment, at least in a stopped
state, so if any data, metadata, or configuration is missing you can refer to the cluster
to get the required information. When a cluster is in a stopped state you're not charged
for compute resources, but are still charged for storage. See Stop, Start, and Restart a
Cluster in Using Oracle Big Data Cloud.

The following table lists the artifacts that can be migrated from Oracle Big Data Cloud.

Artifact Approach More Information

Data in HDFS Copy HDFS data to the
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
object store

Export Data in HDFS

Data in the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure
Classic object store
(for clusters based on
Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic)

Copy data to the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure object
store

Topics in Export Data from the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic Object
Store

Hive metadata Dump the Hive database in
the MySQL database in the
source

Topics in Export Metadata

Zeppelin notebooks Export notebook definitions
from /user/zeppelin/
notebook in HDFS

Topics in Export Metadata

Configuration files
(HDFS, YARN, and
Spark)

Extract configuration data
using the Ambari REST API.
You can refer to these files
for classpath settings and
performance parameters
during migration.

You'll need to analyze
exported configurations and
determine how to apply the
configuration changes to the
target environments.

Topics in Export Metadata

Versions of various
open source
components

Export service version details
using the Ambari REST API.
You can also get version
details from the Ambari
console (Admin > Stack and
Versions).

Topics in Export Metadata

Chapter 1
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Note:

Oracle Identity Cloud Service (IDCS) integration is not supported for Oracle
Big Data Cloud on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. If you migrate an IDCS-
enabled cluster from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic environment,
you won't be able to use IDCS users with Oracle Big Data Cloud on Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure.

About the Migration Task Flow
At a high level, the migration process includes the following tasks:

1. Prepare to export data and metadata from Oracle Big Data Cloud. See Before You
Export from Oracle Big Data Cloud.

2. Export data in HDFS to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object store. See Export
Data in HDFS.

3. Export data from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store to the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure object store using the rclone utility. See Export Data from the
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic Object Store.

4. Export metadata (Hive metadata, Zeppelin notebooks, and service configuration
and version information) using the exportBDC.py utility script provided by Oracle.
See Export Metadata.

5. Prepare to import data and metadata. See Before You Import to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

6. Import data in HDFS to the target Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure. See Import Data in HDFS.

7. Import data from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store to the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure object store. See Import Data in the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic Object Store.

8. Import metadata (Hive metadata, Zeppelin notebooks, and service configuration).
See Import Metadata.

9. Validate the migration. See Validate the Migration.

About Migration Tooling
Learn about the tools used to migrate data and metadata from Oracle Big Data Cloud.

The following tools are used to migrate data:

• From Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic HDFS to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
HDFS:
hadoop distcp

• From Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure object store:
rclone

The following tool is used to migrate metadata (Hive metadata, Zeppelin notebook
definitions, and Ambari Config):

Chapter 1
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• exportBDC.py (export script Oracle provides)

About Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Get familiar with basic Oracle Cloud Infrastructure security, network, and storage
concepts.

Cloud resources in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure are created in logical compartments.
You also create fine-grained policies to control access to the resources within a
compartment.

You create instances within an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure region. You also specify an
availability domain (AD), if supported in the selected region.

A virtual cloud network (VCN) is comprised of one or more subnets, and an instance is
assigned to a specific subnet. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure does not allow you to
reserve specific IP addresses for platform services.

A subnet's security lists permit and block traffic to and from specific IP addresses and
ports.

Instances can communicate with resources outside of Oracle Cloud by using Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect, which provides a fast, dedicated connection to your
on-premises network. Alternatively, use an IPSec VPN.

A bucket in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage can be used to store files and
share them with multiple instances. A user's generated authentication token (auth
token) is required to access the bucket.

To learn more, see Key Concepts and Terminology in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
documentation.

Chapter 1
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2
Export Data and Metadata from Oracle Big
Data Cloud

This chapter describes how to export data and metadata from Oracle Big Data Cloud.

Topics:

• Before You Export from Oracle Big Data Cloud

• Export Data in HDFS

• Export Data from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic Object Store

• Export Metadata

Before You Export from Oracle Big Data Cloud
Before you export data and metadata from Oracle Big Data Cloud:

• Make sure you can ssh to the Ambari host. See Connect to a Cluster Node
Through Secure Shell (SSH) in Using Oracle Big Data Cloud.

• Put the HDFS service in maintenance mode so that no writes are allowed but data
can be read. See Set Maintenance Mode for a Service in the Apache Ambari
documentation.

• Set up the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object store to which HDFS and the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store can be copied. See Overview of Object
Storage in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure documentation.

Make sure that the:

– Oracle Cloud Infrastructure user is created and added to required groups by
the administrator

– Compartment is created and configured

– User is able to access the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure console

– User is able to create a bucket

– User is able to inspect the configuration of the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
object store

• Collect and prepare the following Oracle Cloud Infrastructure parameter values:

– API PEM key

1. ssh to the Ambari host as user opc and sudo as user root.

2. Follow instructions in Required Keys and OCIDs in the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure documentation. Generate without a passphrase.

3. As root user, change ownership of the private PEM key file to hdfs user.

chown -R hdfs:hdfs ~/.oci/oci_api_key.pem
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4. As root user, remove write permission and grant just read permission to
the private PEM key file.

chmod 444 ~/.oci/oci_api_key.pem

5. As root user, copy ~/.oci/oci_api_key.pem to a location that hdfs user
can access, for example /data.

– Container and tenancy name

– Fingerprint for the private PEM key

– Tenancy and user OCID

– Host name (for example, https://objectstorage.us-
phoenix-1.oraclecloud.com). See Create a Cluster in Using Oracle Big Data
Cloud.

Export Data in HDFS
Data in HDFS can be copied to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object store using the
steps below. Even if your Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster uses the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic object store, you're still advised to copy the data to the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure object store due to issues with copying the data to the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store.

To export data in HDFS:

1. ssh to the Ambari host as user opc and sudo as user hdfs.

2. Gather Oracle Cloud Infrastructure parameters (PEM key, fingerprint, tenantId,
userId, host name), following the instructions in Before You Export from Oracle Big
Data Cloud.

3. Ensure that the private PEM key file has just read permission for hdfs user. Verify
it is readable by hdfs user by executing the following:

cat pem_key_path

Any access issues for the PEM key file JAR will result in the hdfs distcp
command failing with this message: Invalid arguments: Could not find
private key.

4. If the cluster is multi node, then ensure that the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure PEM
key is available in all nodes with the same path. Typically you can use otools user
to copy files to all nodes. If you choose to do that, make sure the file is readable by
otools, copy across all nodes, and then set the original permissions back.

As otools user, run the following commands in sequence for each host:

scp oci_api_key.pem host_name:/data
    ssh host_name "sudo chmod 444 /data/oci_api_key.pem"
    ssh host_name "sudo chown hdfs:hdfs /data/oci_api_key.pem"

5. distcp requires an updated oci-hdfs driver and a few other JARs as listed below.
Download these into the host where distcp will be run.

mkdir /data/hdfsjars
cd /data/hdfsjars
# Configure proxy if needed (This is not a mandatory step. As long as internet 
access is available on the node you can download JARs.)
# export http_proxy=proxy-host:proxy-port

Chapter 2
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# export https_proxy=${http_proxy}
  
wget https://github.com/oracle/oci-hdfs-connector/releases/download/v2.7.7.0/oci-
hdfs.zip
wget http://central.maven.org/maven2/org/bouncycastle/bcpkix-jdk15on/1.60/bcpkix-
jdk15on-1.60.jar
wget http://central.maven.org/maven2/org/bouncycastle/bcprov-jdk15on/1.60/bcprov-
jdk15on-1.60.jar
wget http://central.maven.org/maven2/com/google/code/findbugs/jsr305/3.0.2/
jsr305-3.0.2.jar
 
# Need only oci-hdfs-full-2.7.7.0.jar, not the complete oci-hdfs.zip contents
unzip oci-hdfs.zip lib/oci-hdfs-full-2.7.7.0.jar
mv lib/oci-hdfs-full-2.7.7.0.jar .
rm -rf lib
rm oci-hdfs.zip

6. Set environment variables, including HADOOP_CLASSPATH, to point to the above
JARs.

export LIBJARS=/data/hdfsjars/oci-hdfs-full-2.7.7.0.jar,/data/hdfsjars/bcpkix-
jdk15on-1.60.jar,/data/hdfsjars/bcprov-jdk15on-1.60.jar,/data/hdfsjars/
jsr305-3.0.2.jar
export HADOOP_CLASSPATH=/data/hdfsjars/oci-hdfs-full-2.7.7.0.jar:/data/hdfsjars/
bcpkix-jdk15on-1.60.jar:/data/hdfsjars/bcprov-jdk15on-1.60.jar:/data/hdfsjars/
jsr305-3.0.2.jar
 
# Configure proxy if needed
# Even if proxy is not required, set the following variable with 
sun.net.inetaddr.ttl
export DISTCP_PROXY_OPTS="-Dhttps.proxyHost=proxy_host -
Dhttps.proxyPort=proxy_port -Dsun.net.inetaddr.ttl=60"

7. Test the configuration by listing contents in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure storage
container.

hadoop fs -Dfs.oci.client.auth.fingerprint=fingerprint \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.pemfilepath=oci_pem_key \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.tenantId=OCID_for_Tenancy \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.userId=OCID_for_User \
-Dfs.oci.client.hostname=host_name. Example: https://objectstorage.us-
phoenix-1.oraclecloud.com/ \
-Dfs.oci.client.proxy.uri=http://proxy_host:proxy_port  \
-ls oci://bucket@tenancy/

8. To copy all HDFS data under a specific directory in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
bucket, create a directory under the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure bucket (for
example, hdfs)

hadoop fs -Dfs.oci.client.auth.fingerprint=fingerprint \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.pemfilepath=oci_pem_key \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.tenantId=OCID_for_Tenancy \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.userId=OCID_for_User \
-Dfs.oci.client.hostname=host_name. Example: https://objectstorage.us-
phoenix-1.oraclecloud.com/ \
-Dfs.oci.client.proxy.uri=http://proxy_host:proxy_port  \
-mkdir oci://bucket@tenancy/dir

9. Execute hdfs distcp to copy from the HDFS of the Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster
to the target Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object storage. Validate this against a
specific directory first (for example, use /user/oozie/ for hdfs_dir_to_copy in the
command below), and then run it for the entire HDFS (/).

Chapter 2
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hadoop distcp -libjars ${LIBJARS} \
-Dfs.client.socket-timeout=3000000
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.fingerprint=fingerprint \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.pemfilepath=oci_pem_key \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.tenantId=OCID_for_Tenancy \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.userId=OCID_for_User \
-Dfs.oci.client.hostname=host_name. Example: https://objectstorage.us-
phoenix-1.oraclecloud.com/ \
-Dfs.oci.client.multipart.allowed=true \
-Dfs.oci.client.proxy.uri=http://proxy_host:port \
-Dmapreduce.map.java.opts="$DISTCP_PROXY_OPTS" \
-Dmapreduce.reduce.java.opts="$DISTCP_PROXY_OPTS" \
-Dmapreduce.task.timeout=6000000 \
-skipcrccheck -update -i hdfs_dir_to_copy oci://bucket@tenancy/dir/

The output of successful distcp execution looks as follows:

19/01/25 13:02:31 INFO tools.DistCp: DistCp job-id: job_1548224352621_0015
19/01/25 13:02:31 INFO mapreduce.Job: Running job: job_1548224352621_0015
19/01/25 13:02:42 INFO mapreduce.Job: Job job_1548224352621_0015 running in uber 
mode : false
19/01/25 13:02:42 INFO mapreduce.Job:  map 0% reduce 0%
...
19/01/25 13:07:44 INFO mapreduce.Job:  map 99% reduce 0%
19/01/25 13:07:46 INFO mapreduce.Job:  map 100% reduce 0%
19/01/25 13:08:08 INFO mapreduce.Job: Job job_1548224352621_0015 completed 
successfully
19/01/25 13:08:08 INFO mapreduce.Job: Counters: 40
        File System Counters
                FILE: Number of bytes read=0
                FILE: Number of bytes written=3518576
...

Note that hdfs distcp is fastest on multi-node clusters, and could be slow on single
node clusters. To export HDFS data from a single node cluster, use hdfs fs cp
instead.

hadoop fs -Dfs.oci.client.auth.fingerprint=fingerprint \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.pemfilepath=oci_pem_key \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.tenantId=OCID_for_Tenancy \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.userId=OCID_for_User \
-Dfs.oci.client.hostname=host_name. Example: https://objectstorage.us-
phoenix-1.oraclecloud.com/ \
-Dfs.oci.client.proxy.uri=http://proxy_host:proxy_port  \
-cp hdfs_dir_to_copy oci://bucket@tenancy/dir/

Note that distcp and cp can run in debug mode by adding
HADOOP_ROOT_LOGGER=DEBUG,console at the beginning of the hadoop command. For
example, HADOOP_ROOT_LOGGER=DEBUG,console hadoop fs -cp src target.

Example metrics:

For this example, a disctcp job ran for 200 GB of HDFS data on a cluster with 8
OCPUs and 120 GB of memory. The job took 11 hours to complete the copy. Job
metrics are shown below:

Job Counters
        Launched map tasks=23
        Other local map tasks=23
        Total time spent by all maps in occupied slots (ms)=275373894
        Total time spent by all reduces in occupied slots (ms)=0
        Total time spent by all map tasks (ms)=137686947
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        Total vcore-seconds taken by all map tasks=137686947
        Total megabyte-seconds taken by all map tasks=140991433728
    Map-Reduce Framework
        Map input records=244
        Map output records=19
        Input split bytes=2622
        Spilled Records=0
        Failed Shuffles=0
        Merged Map outputs=0
        GC time elapsed (ms)=124504
        CPU time spent (ms)=37044800
        Physical memory (bytes) snapshot=13542617088
        Virtual memory (bytes) snapshot=233131716608
        Total committed heap usage (bytes)=4129816576

Export Data from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic
Object Store

The topics in this section describe how to export data from the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic object store.

If your Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster uses Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic, you're
advised to copy data in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store to the
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object store using the rclone utility. The utility also
supports file system and other storage vendors in addition to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

Note:

To perform the steps in the following topics, you must first ssh to the Ambari
host as user opc.

Note:

Because environment variables are used to configure source and target,
rclone displays this message: Config file "/home/opc/.config/rclone/
rclone.conf" not found - using defaults. This message can be ignored.

Install the rclone Utility
Use rclone to copy data in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store to the
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object store.

To install rclone, run the following commands:

mkdir ~/Temp
cd ~/Temp/
curl -O https://downloads.rclone.org/rclone-current-linux-amd64.zip  # May require 
setting up http_proxy and https_proxy as environment variables
unzip rclone-current-linux-amd64.zip
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cd rclone-*-linux-amd64
mkdir ~/bin
cp rclone ~/bin/
export PATH=$PATH:~/bin

Configure the Object Store as Source for rclone
To configure the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store as source for rclone:

• Get the values of the following from /etc/bdcsce/conf/datasources.properties:

– oscs_default_container

– oscs_default_auth_url

– oscs_default_username

• Note the password for the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store as
specified when the Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster was created. See information
about Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic parameters in Create a Cluster in Using
Oracle Big Data Cloud (step 7, Cloud Storage Credentials section). If the REST
API was used to create the cluster, this is the value of cloudStoragePassword.

• Get tenantName (required for getting the AUTH_TOKEN). This can be inferred from
oscs_default_container. For example, if oscs_default_container is http://
a9999999.storage.oraclecloud.com/Storage-a9999999/bdcsce-container, then
tenantName is Storage-a9999999.

• Set CLONE_CONFIG_OCIC_STORAGE_URL to the oscs_default_container value
without container. For example, http://a9999999.storage.oraclecloud.com/
Storage-a9999999.

• Get AUTH_TOKEN for the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store by running
the following. AUTH_TOKEN is of the form
AUTH_tkf656243738b8bfeefe2873769f41a6f3.

curl -s -X POST \
  value of oscs_default_auth_url from /etc/bdcsce/conf/datasources.properties \
  -H 'Content-Type: text/plain' \
  -H 'cache-control: no-cache' \
  -d '{
   "auth" : {
       "passwordCredentials" : {
           "username" : "oscs_default_user_name from /etc/bdcsce/conf/
datasources.properties",
           "password" : "Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
                                Classic object store password"
       },
       "tenantName" : "Storage_tenancy, infer from oscs_default_container 
from /etc/bdcsce/conf/datasources.properties"
   }
}' | jq ".access.token.id"

Configure rclone using environment variables

You must also set environment variables for rclone:

export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCIC_TYPE=swift
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCIC_ENV_AUTH=false
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCIC_USER=Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
                                Classic storage user name (oscs_default_user_name 
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from /etc/bdcsce/conf/datasources.properties)
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCIC_KEY=Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
                                Classic storage password
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCIC_AUTH=Auth URL (oscs_default_auth_url from /etc/bdcsce/conf/
datasources.properties)
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCIC_STORAGE_URL=oscs_default_container from /etc/bdcsce/conf/
datasources.properties with container value removed
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCIC_AUTH_TOKEN=AUTH Token (retrieved in the previous step, 
excluding the double quotes)

Configure the Object Store as Target for rclone
To configure the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store as target for rclone:

• Generate the Access Key and Secret Key: See To create a Customer Secret key
in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure documentation.

• Infer the namespace and region for the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object store.
See Understanding Object Storage Namespaces in the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure documentation to learn how to get the value of the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure object store namespace. In the same Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
console page, you can also find the home region.

• Generate the Endpoint: The Endpoint URL is of the format https://
namespace.compat.objectstorage.region.oraclecloud.com, where namespace
and region are as extracted in the previous steps.

Configure rclone using environment variables

You must also set environment variables for rclone:

export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCI_TYPE=s3
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCI_ACCESS_KEY_ID=Access Key generated in above step
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCI_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY=Secret Key generated in above step
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCI_REGION=Home Region inferred in above steps
export RCLONE_CONFIG_OCI_ENDPOINT=Endpoint URL generated in above step

Verify the rclone Source and Target Configurations
Run the following commands to verify the rclone source and target configurations.
Each command should successfully list the directories and containers under the
specified storage.

rclone -v lsd ocic:
rclone -v lsd oci:

Copy Data
Do the following to copy data:

• Initiate the transfer of data from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object
store to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object store. Note that rclone must be
executed once per Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic container. Depending on
the amount of data and the connection speed, this transfer can take a long time,
such as six minutes per GB.

• To monitor progress, it's recommended that you start the transfer in verbose mode
from GNU Screen, so you can run the process in the background and watch its
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progress as needed. GNU Screen comes preinstalled with most Linux
distributions. Information about basic usage is provided at https://www.gnu.org/
software/screen/.

# Create a bucket in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure storage; this command generates no 
output
rclone mkdir oci:bucket_name (where Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic data should 
be copied to)                       
 
# Sync data from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic storage to Oracle Cloud 
Infrastructure storage, run once per container
rclone sync --progress ocic:container_name oci:bucket_name 
 
 # Other feasible options for reference
# Sync data from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic storage to the local host 
directory
# rclone sync --progress ocic:container-name 'pwd'/some_dir 
# Sync data from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure storage to the local host directory
# rclone sync --progress oci:bucket_name 'pwd'/some_dir  
 
# Increase the parallelism during the file transfer. Note that the smallest 
functional unit is an object.
# Since the default is 4, the number of files that are copied in parallel is 4.
# In general, this improves the performance when there is a large number of small 
files. If 1 file accommodates for 99% of the total size, this parallelism will not 
help as this file is still copied sequentially.
rclone sync --progress ocic:container_name oci:bucket_name --transfers (int. default 
is 4)

The typical output would be as follows:

rclone sync --progress ocic:container oci:bucket
2019/01/28 09:51:58 NOTICE: Config file "/home/opc/.config/rclone/rclone.conf" not 
found - using defaults
Transferred:        3.508M / 121.936 MBytes, 3%, 1.505 MBytes/s, ETA 1m18s
Errors:                 0
Checks:                 0 / 0, -
Transferred:            5 / 7, 71%
Elapsed time:        2.3s
Transferring:
 *                 spark-examples_2.11-2.3.1.jar: 26% /1.905M, 0/s, -
 *          spark-examples-1.6.2-hadoop2.6.0.jar:  2% /120.016M, 2.995M/s, 39s

Export Metadata
The topics in this section describe how to export metadata from Oracle Big Data
Cloud.

Hive metadata, Zeppelin notebooks, and service configuration and version information
can be exported from an Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster using the exportBDC.py utility
script provided by Oracle. The script can't be used to copy data. Data in HDFS and in
the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store must be exported manually as
described in Export Data in HDFS and Export Data from the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Classic Object Store.
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Stop the Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark Services
You must stop the Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark services in the Oracle Big Data Cloud
cluster before exporting to prevent updates during export and avoid data
inconsistency. These services are stopped from Ambari.

To stop the services:

1. Access the Ambari console. See Access Big Data Cloud Using Ambari in Using
Oracle Big Data Cloud.

2. Click Services > Hive > Service Actions > Stop.

3. Click Services > Zeppelin > Service Actions > Stop.

4. Click Services > Spark > Service Actions > Stop.

Prepare to Run the Export Script
Use the exportBDC.py script to export metadata from an Oracle Big Data Cloud
cluster. The script is provided by Oracle.

To prepare to run the export script:

1. ssh to the Ambari host as user opc and sudo as user root.

2. Obtain the export script by clicking the following the link and then saving as
exportBDC.py to a location of your choice.

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/oracle/oci-quickstart-cloudera/
master/scripts/exportBDC.py

3. Copy exportBDC.py to the Ambari host.

4. As root user, run chmod 755 exportBDC.py. The file must have execute
privileges.

5. Create a file named config.json in the same directory and specify the appropriate
parameter values for the cluster being exported.

{
  "export_dir" : "/data/exportbdc",
  "ambari_username" : "bdcsce_admin",
  "ambari_password" : "password"
}

Run the Export Script
The exportBDC.py script is executed as root user. If Hive or Zeppelin services are still
running, you'll be prompted to stop these services and exit.

To run the export script:

1. Run the script as shown below. To get debug logs, run the script with the -v
parameter (for example, export_bdc_metadata.py config.json -v).

./exportBDC.py config.json
 
2019-01-29 05:13:04,061 INFO    
2019-01-29 05:13:04,061 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
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2019-01-29 05:13:04,062 INFO     Utility to export metadata from Oracle Big Data 
Cloud
2019-01-29 05:13:04,062 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:04,062 INFO    
2019-01-29 05:13:04,144 INFO     Exporting Oracle Big Data Cloud : myBDCService
2019-01-29 05:13:04,144 INFO     This may take a few minutes to complete.
2019-01-29 05:13:04,204 INFO    
2019-01-29 05:13:04,204 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:04,204 INFO     Configuration
2019-01-29 05:13:04,204 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:04,204 INFO     Exporting Configuration data....
2019-01-29 05:13:21,196 INFO     Completed exporting configuration data.
2019-01-29 05:13:21,196 INFO    
2019-01-29 05:13:21,196 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:21,197 INFO     Zeppelin Notebooks
2019-01-29 05:13:21,197 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:21,197 INFO     Exporting Zeppelin Notebooks....
2019-01-29 05:13:24,007 INFO     Completed exporting Zeppelin Notebooks.
2019-01-29 05:13:24,007 INFO    
2019-01-29 05:13:24,007 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:24,007 INFO     Hive metadata
2019-01-29 05:13:24,007 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:24,008 INFO     Exporting Hive metadata....
2019-01-29 05:13:24,151 INFO     Completed exporting Hive metadata.
2019-01-29 05:13:24,152 INFO    
2019-01-29 05:13:24,152 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:24,152 INFO     Stack component versions
2019-01-29 05:13:24,152 INFO     
-------------------------------------------------------
2019-01-29 05:13:24,152 INFO     Exporting stack component versions....
2019-01-29 05:13:24,241 INFO     Completed exporting stack component versions.
2019-01-29 05:13:24,285 INFO    
2019-01-29 05:13:24,285 INFO    
2019-01-29 05:13:24,285 INFO     Completed export from Oracle Big Data Cloud : 
myBDCService to /root/bkp/export_myBDCService_Jan_2019_05_13_04.tar.gz.

Start the Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark Services
Once the export is complete, start the Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark services from Ambari.

To start the services:

1. Access the Ambari console. See Access Big Data Cloud Using Ambari in Using
Oracle Big Data Cloud.

2. Click Services > Hive > Service Actions > Start.

3. Click Services > Zeppelin > Service Actions > Start.

4. Click Services > Spark > Service Actions > Start.
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Location of Exported Content
Contents of the TAR file are exported to the following locations.

Configuration

config/NGINX_MASTER/nginx-ambari-config.xml
config/HCAT/hcat-env.sh
config/FABRIC_SERVER/fsm-config.xml
config/PIG/log4j.properties
config/PIG/pig.properties
config/PIG/pig-env.sh
config/SPARK2_CLIENT/spark-env.sh
config/SPARK2_CLIENT/spark-log4j.properties
config/SPARK2_CLIENT/spark-metrics.properties
config/SPARK2_CLIENT/spark-defaults.conf
config/HDFS_CLIENT/hdfs-site.xml
config/HDFS_CLIENT/log4j.properties
config/HDFS_CLIENT/core-site.xml
config/HDFS_CLIENT/hadoop-env.sh
config/YARN_CLIENT/log4j.properties
config/YARN_CLIENT/capacity-scheduler.xml
config/YARN_CLIENT/core-site.xml
config/YARN_CLIENT/yarn-env.sh
config/YARN_CLIENT/yarn-site.xml
config/SPOCUI_MASTER/spocui-ambari-config.xml
config/ZOOKEEPER_CLIENT/log4j.properties
config/ZOOKEEPER_CLIENT/zookeeper-env.sh
config/MAPREDUCE2_CLIENT/mapred-site.xml
config/MAPREDUCE2_CLIENT/mapred-env.sh
config/MAPREDUCE2_CLIENT/core-site.xml
config/ALLUXIO_WORKER/alluxio-log4j.xml
config/ALLUXIO_WORKER/alluxio-env.xml
config/ALLUXIO_WORKER/alluxio-site.xml
config/OOZIE_CLIENT/oozie-site.xml
config/OOZIE_CLIENT/oozie-env.sh
config/OOZIE_CLIENT/oozie-log4j.properties
config/TEZ_CLIENT/tez-site.xml
config/TEZ_CLIENT/tez-env.sh
config/HIVE_CLIENT/hive-env.sh
config/HIVE_CLIENT/hive-log4j.properties
config/HIVE_CLIENT/hive-site.xml
config/HIVE_CLIENT/hive-exec-log4j.properties
config/ALLUXIO_MASTER/alluxio-log4j.xml
config/ALLUXIO_MASTER/alluxio-env.xml
config/ALLUXIO_MASTER/alluxio-site.xml
config/LOGSTASH/bdcsce-logstash-agent-ambari-config.xml

Zeppelin Notebooks

zeppelin/notebook/2ANTDG878/note.json
zeppelin/notebook/2CGT3D6QX/note.json

Version Data

stack/StackVersions.txt
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Hive Metadata

hive_metadata/hive_metadata_dump.sql
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3
Import Data and Metadata to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure

This chapter describes how to import data and metadata to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

Topics:

• Before You Import to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

• Import Data in HDFS

• Import Data in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic Object Store

• Import Metadata

Before You Import to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Before you import data and metadata to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, you must first set
up the target environment.

To set up the target environment:

1. Perform the export from the source Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster. See the topics
in Export Data and Metadata from Oracle Big Data Cloud.

2. Set up a fresh target environment with the same Oracle Big Data Cloud version as
the source cluster. Note the following:

• It's recommended that you keep the size the same as the source cluster, but
you should make that decision based on your own computing and storage
needs.

• For Oracle Cloud Infrastructure VM shapes, see Compute Shapes in the
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure documentation. Not all shapes are supported by
Oracle Big Data Cloud.

• If any additional software other than the Oracle Big Data Cloud stack was
installed on the source system using the bootstrap script or some other
method, you're responsible for installing and maintaining that software on the
target system as well.

3. Copy the exported TAR file to the target admin host and untar it to the desired
directory (for example, /data/import). To avoid conflicts during import, don't
populate any data in the target environment.

4. If you made any changes to the cluster configuration parameters in your source
Oracle Big Data Cloud environment, you may need to reapply these
customizations back to the new Oracle Big Data Cloud target environment. For
your convenience, the exported TAR file from the source environment has a
config directory where all of the Ambari configuration is saved. You can use that
to adjust any settings in your new Oracle Big Data Cloud environment.
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Import Data in HDFS
To import data in HDFS to the target Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure:

1. Copy data from HDFS associated with the source Oracle Big Data Cloud cluster to
the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure object store. Move this data from the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure object store to the target HDFS. See Export Data in HDFS.

hadoop fs -Dfs.oci.client.auth.fingerprint=fingerprint \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.pemfilepath=oci_pem_key \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.tenantId=OCID_for_Tenancy \
-Dfs.oci.client.auth.userId=OCID_for_User \
-Dfs.oci.client.hostname=host_name. Example: https://objectstorage.us-
phoenix-1.oraclecloud.com/ \
-Dfs.oci.client.proxy.uri=http://proxy_host:proxy_port  \
-cp oci://bucket@tenancy/dir/ hdfs_dir_to_copy

2. Review permissions on HDFS directories and files on the source Oracle Big Data
Cloud cluster and apply them on the target HDFS as required.

Import Data in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic
Object Store

For an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic-based object store, copy data from the
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
object store. See Export Data from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic Object
Store.

Import Metadata
The topics in this section describe how to import metadata.

Hive metadata, Zeppelin notebooks, and service configuration can be imported.

Stop Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark from Ambari
You must stop the Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark services in the Oracle Big Data Cloud
cluster before importing.

Follow the instructions in Stop the Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark Services.

Import Hive Metadata

To import Hive metadata:

1. Ensure that the target doesn't have any existing Hive metadata and is a fresh
setup.

2. Make sure that the Hive version is 1.2.1 in the target platform for consistency with
the source.
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3. Change to the directory where the exported TAR data from the source cluster was
untarred.

cd /data/import/hive_metadata

4. Update the hive_metadata_dump.sql file to correct any references to the HDFS
location and the object store location to match the location to which data was
imported in the target environment. See the following examples.

Table pointing to the HDFS location on the source table

LOCK TABLES `SDS` WRITE;
/*!40000 ALTER TABLE `SDS` DISABLE KEYS */;
INSERT INTO `SDS` VALUES 
(2,2,'org.apache.hadoop.mapred.TextInputFormat','\0','\0','hdfs://bigdatasource-
bdcsce-1.sparkcs.ucfc1z5k.nimbula.oraclecorp.com:8020/apps/hive/warehouse/
testa',-1,'org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.io.HiveIgnoreKeyTextOutputFormat',2);
/*!40000 ALTER TABLE `SDS` ENABLE KEYS */;
UNLOCK TABLES;

This assumes that bigdatasource and bigdatadestination are names of the
source and destination cluster for migration. In that case, you'd change the HDFS
location to hdfs://bigdatadestnation-
bdcsce-1.sparkcs.ucfc1z5k.nimbula.oraclecorp.com:8020/user/hive/testdb,
provided you've already migrated data from the source to the destination HDFS.

Table pointing to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic object store

LOCK TABLES `SDS` WRITE;
/*!40000 ALTER TABLE `SDS` DISABLE KEYS */;
INSERT INTO `SDS` VALUES 
(2,2,'org.apache.hadoop.mapred.TextInputFormat','\0','\0','swift://
bdcsce.default/test/
testa',-1,'org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.io.HiveIgnoreKeyTextOutputFormat',2);
/*!40000 ALTER TABLE `SDS` ENABLE KEYS */;
UNLOCK TABLES;

In this case, you'd change the location of the table to default_bucket_url/test/
testa. For example, oci://bdcsce@paasdevbdc/test/testa, provided you've
already migrated data to default_bucket_url/test/testa from the source object
store.

Note that if HDFS locations are referred to as hdfs://mycluster, then no change
is necessary.

5. Ensure that all directories and files used by the Hive tables exist in HDFS and in
the object store with correct permissions as per the schema being imported. Set
correct permissions on HDFS whenever necessary to match the source cluster
using HDFS commands.

6. Check the database name for Hive in the Ambari console from Services >
HiveConfigs > Advanced > Hive Metastore > Database Name.

7. As root user, import the MySQL dump for the Hive database using the following
command:

mysql database_name < hive_metadata_dump.sql

Import Zeppelin Notebooks

To import Zeppelin notebooks:
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1. Determine the HDFS location where the target platform expects the Zeppelin
notebooks to be stored (hdfs://user/zeppelin/zeppelin.notebook.dir).
Notebooks are persisted in HDFS under /user/zeppelin/notebook/.

2. Change to the directory where data from the source cluster was untarred.

cd /data/import/zeppelin/notebook/

3. Update notebook JSON files to correct any references to the HDFS location and
the object store location to match the location to which data was imported in the
target environment.

4. Copy the exported notebooks to the desired HDFS location.

sudo -u zeppelin hdfs dfs -copyFromLocal * /user/zeppelin/notebook/

Start Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark from Ambari
Once the import is complete, start the Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark services from Ambari.

Follow the instructions in Start the Hive, Zeppelin, and Spark Services.
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4
Complete the Post-Migration Tasks

After you migrate, validate the migration as follows.

Validate the Migration
To validate the migration:

1. Verify that you see the same list of Hive tables on the target cluster as on the
source cluster and can query them.

2. Verify that you see the same list of Zeppelin notebooks on the target cluster as on
the source cluster. Make sure that the notebook content is retained and is usable
on the target system.

3. Verify HDFS and object store data.

4. Verify cluster health by submitting all relevant jobs and seeing expected results.
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